RUAG M109 SOLUTION

Proven technology.
Highest performance.

“Its simple and intuitive handling
gives you instant availability.”
André Müller
Product Manager Artillery
RUAG Defence

Maximum performance thanks to many years
of M109 expertise. We know exactly what
is important in an emergency. That is why the
RUAG M109 Solution is the most cost
efficient and leading player with the most
reliable technology.

RUAG M109 Self Propelled Howitzer
The best decision for your artillery: proven for decades, technologically up-to-date and
extremely appealing when it comes to cost.

RUAG M109 MRO / Upgrade
Modernise your M109 inventory with the latest technology, such as improved firepower
and open communication. Individual and modular.

RUAG M109 Simulation & Training
With the Crew Training Simulator (CTS) and video-assisted training programme (VAT),
you can train effectively and quickly. Because your crew’s knowledge is crucial when
every second counts.

RUAG M109 SOLUTION

We understand your operational
requirements. Thanks to our many
years of experience.
Maximum performance. Easy handling.
RUAG M109 Solution impresses users with well proven and comprehensive technology
and open communication interfaces. Ergonomically designed for quick and intuitive
handling.

Unexpected surprises. Instant availability.
Unexpected events require immediate availability. Fast MRO service coupled with the latest
and reliable electronics, ensure your mission success. Fast and uncompromising. Proven
technology. Also tomorrow.

Modular technology. At an attractive price.
We know what is important in an emergency. Your own individual emergency. Thanks to
our modular principle you can upgrade only what you need. M109 High Performance at
an attractive price.

Improved firepower. Used intelligently.
Top performance of the M109 in missions: More than 40 km range. Whether with steel
or the latest smart ammunition. Three shot in just 15 seconds. RUAG M109 Solution;
we know exactly what you need.

RUAG M109 Self Propelled Howitzer

“You improve your artillery.
Efficiently and cost effectively.”
Walter Akerman
Product Development Artillery
RUAG Defence

Based on the M109 system that has proven reliable for decades. Individual and modular
with the latest technology. Through the intuitive technology that has been deliberately
kept simple, we ensure high availability and fast training. This makes the M109 highly
attractive – not just for your budget.

RUAG M109 MRO / Upgrade

“You decide which is the right
upgrade for you.”
		
		
		

Christoph Hebeisen
Senior Sales Director ME
RUAG Defence

High, advanced performance with proven technology. Because our design is modular,
we can modernise each M109 model individually and cost effectively. With our integrated
logistics support (ILS) you can keep a constant eye on the life cycle costs. This means you
can optimise your expenditure for materials management, maintenance and infrastructure.
You can’t get more transparent than this.

RUAG M109 Simulation & Training

Intuitive know-how.
Effective on-site training.

High operational readiness through integrated on-site training and simulations. Thanks
to the Crew Training Simulator (CTS) and video-assisted training programme (VAT),
you can train effectively and quickly. Because your crew’s knowledge is crucial when
every second counts.
We provide world class training systems that support customers in improving their skills
at a lower cost with reduced risks and we add value through our holistic training approach.
Our integrated logistics support (ILS) includes a wide array of educational material and
teaching aids.
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